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QUESTION 1

SnapMirror will automatically try to restart a transfer after ___________. 

A. an initial transfer is interrupted 

B. a manual update is interrupted 

C. a transfer interrupted by reboot 

D. a scheduled incremental update is interrupted 

Correct Answer: D 

If a scheduled transfer fails (for example, due to network failure), SnapMirror automatically retries the transfer the next
minute. http://hd.kvsconsulting.us/netappdoc/733docs/html/ontap/onlinebk/GUID-511EAA86-069A-42E8- B62E-
3168C7F0A83D.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Which command shares out the directory /vol/vol2/home using the share name "netapp"? 

A. cifs shares -add /vol/vol2 netapp 

B. cifs shares -add /vol/vol2/home/netapp 

C. cifs shares -add netapp vol/vol2 

D. cifs shares -add netapp /vol/vol2/home 

Correct Answer: D 

https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1196890/html/man1/na_cifs_shares.1.html cifs shares -add sharename path 

 

QUESTION 3

The qtree specified for ____ must not exist on the secondary system before you run the ____ command. 

A. pri_qtree_path, snapvault start 

B. sec_qtree_path, snapvault start 

C. pri_qtree_path, snapvault initialize 

D. sec_qtree_path, snapvault initialize 

Correct Answer: B 

snapvault initialize is not a valid command http://backdrift.org/man/netapp/man1/na_snapvault.1.html snapvault start -r
[options] -S [prim_system:] prim_qtree_path [sec_system:] sec_qtree_path pri_qtree_path is not a valid command 
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http://hd.kvsconsulting.us/netappdoc/801docs/html/ontap/onlinebk/GUID-DB31E1F4-60A8-4F34- A1C4-
8F79754E4DE2.html 

 

QUESTION 4

One method of configuring an interface for takeover is to enter ifconfig interface partner address at the command line.
To make this configuration persistent across reboots, you must enter this information in the _____ file for each system. 

A. /etc/rc 

B. /etc/hosts 

C. /vol/vol0/home 

D. /vol/vol0/mount 

Correct Answer: A 

Startup commands for your storage system are stored in the /etc/rc file. The /etc/rc file contains commands that the
storage system executes at boot time to configure the system. 

Commands in the /etc/rc file configure the storage system to: Communicate on your network Use the NIS and DNS
services Save the core dump that might exist if the storage system panicked before it was booted 

https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMM1278265/html/sysadmin/accessing/concept/c_oc_accs_syste mstartup-etc-rc-
file.html#c_oc_accs_system-startup-etc-rc-file 

 

QUESTION 5

Identify the two commands that could be entered on the SnapMirror destination storage system. (Choose two) 

A. Options snapmirror.access on 

B. Options snapmirror.resync on 

C. Snapmirror initialize 

D. Snap mirror resync 

Correct Answer: CD 

https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1196979/html/man1/na_snapmirror.1.html snapmirror initialize [ - S source ] [
-k kilobytes ] [ -s src_snap ] [ -c create_dest_snap ] [ -w ] destination Starts an initial transfer over the network. An initial
transfer is required before update transfers can take place. 

The initialize command must be issued on the destination node. If the destination is a volume, it must be restricted (see
na_vol(1) for information on how to examine and restrict volumes). If the destination is a qtree, it must not already exist
(see na_qtree(1) for information on how to list qtrees). If a qtree already exists, it must be renamed or removed (using
an NFS or CIFS client), or snapmirror initialize to that qtree will not work. 

snapmirror resync [ -n ] [ -f ] [ -S source ] [ -k kilobytes ] [ -s src_snap ] [ -c create_dest_snap ] [ -w ] destination
Resynchronizes a broken-off destination to its former source, putting the destination in the snapmirrored state and
making it ready for update transfers. The resync command must be issued on the destination node. 
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QUESTION 6

There are three phases of Non Disruptive Volume Movement (NDVM). What is the correct sequence of these phases? 

A. Setup Phase, Mirror Phase, Cutover Phase 

B. Initialization phase, Copy Phase, Migrate Phase 

C. Begin Phase, Move Phase, Complete Phase 

D. Setup Phase, Data Copy Phase, Cutover Phase 

Correct Answer: D 

https://communities.netapp.com/servlet/JiveServlet/previewBody/9734-102-1- 17848/
PDF_Tips_Data_Motion_0211.pdf 

Non-disruptive Volume Movement is called DataMotion. DataMotion uses SnapMirror for volume migration. A
DataMotion migration occurs in three phases: 

1.

 Setup 

2.

 Data copy 

3.

 Cutover 

 

QUESTION 7

What happens when two aggregates are rejoined? 

A. It is not possible to rejoin aggregates. 

B. Data ONTAP will always retain data from the newest aggregate. 

C. Both aggregates revert to the last common snapshot before the split. 

D. You will have a large new aggregate containing all volumes from both aggregates. 

E. One of the aggregates will be overwritten and you will lose any data changed on it after the split. 

Correct Answer: E 

When you rejoin split aggregates, Data ONTAP mirrors the data from one aggregate to the other and destroys data that
existed on that aggregate before the rejoin. https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1196991/html/GUID-
B9CB3DA8E1AF-4BAC-A85B- 64C009010F4A.html 
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QUESTION 8

What is the maximum distance between a standard clustered pair at 2Bbps? 

A. 100 meters 

B. 10 meters 

C. 50 meters 

D. 500 meters 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

To configure a storage system as a member of a Windows active directory domain, the time on the storage system must
be set to be within plus or minus five minutes of the time on the domain controller. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

What types of migration are supported from 32-bit to 64-bit? 

A. migration of qtrees via QSM 

B. migration of volumes via ndmpcopy 

C. migration of volumes via SnapMirror 

D. Both A and B 

E. Both B and C 

F. Both A and C 

Correct Answer: D 

Volume SnapMirror operates at the physical block level. It replicates the contents of an entire volume, including all
Snapshot copies, plus all volume attributes verbatim from a source (primary) volume to a target (secondary) volume.
Implicitly, 

the destination volume will be the same as the source volume. 

Since C is incorrect, A and B must be correct. 

Qtree snapmirror operates at the logical level, so it is unimportant that the destination system has a different volume
configuration. 
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ndmpcopy is similarly operating with data already read from the volume and so the destination volume type is not a
consideration. 

 

QUESTION 11

Which command displays the statistics for Ethernet network interfaces? 

A. ifconfig 

B. ifstat 

C. sysconfig 

D. sysstat 

Correct Answer: B 

https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1196890/html/man1/na_ifstat.1.html ifstat - display device-level statistics for
network interfaces 

 

QUESTION 12

If the security style is set to UNIX, CIFS client file access is determined by ___________. 

A. NT ACLs 

B. the last client to set permissions 

C. the mapped UNIX UID/GID of the CIFS client and the UNIX file permissions 

D. This is not allowed: A CIFS client cannot access files in a path set to a security style of UNIX 

Correct Answer: C 

https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1196993/html/GUID-09C7812F-E6EA-47C6-AB79- EAB803E7A8EB.html 

For Data ONTAP to obtain the UID and GIDs for a CIFS user, it must first determine the user\\'s UNIX- style name. It
does this through user mapping. 

 

QUESTION 13

What does it signify if the disks are "not owned" in a FAS2020 system? 

A. The disks are mailbox disks. 

B. The disks are spare disks. 

C. The disks are data disks. 

D. The disks are not used. 
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Correct Answer: D 

Disks must be assigned to an aggregate to be used as raid group members or spares. Unassigned disks are displayed
as "not owned". 

 

QUESTION 14

Is NetApp storage Encryption supported in Data ONTAP 8.1.1 Cluster-Mode? 

A. No, but you can file a PVR to request support. 

B. No. it is targeted for a future release of Data ONATP. 

C. Yes, only with a special license installed. 

D. Yes, it has been supported since 8.0.1. 

Correct Answer: D 

http://www.ntapgeek.com/2011/03/netapp-storage-encryption-available.html March, 2011: "With the recent release of
Data ONTAP 8.0.1, NetApp now offers full disk encryption to prevent unauthorized access to data at rest." 

 

QUESTION 15

Which two statements apply to the fs_size_fixed volume option? (Choose two.) 

A. The default setting is on. 

B. This option is automatically set to be on when a volume becomes a SnapMirrored volume. 

C. This option turns to off after the snapmirror break command is issued for the relationship. 

D. This option causes the SnapMirror destination volume to remain the same size and not grow or shrink when a
SnapMirrored volume relationship is broken. 

Correct Answer: BD 

This option causes the file system to remain the same size and not grow or shrink when a SnapMirrored volume
relationship is broken, or when a vol add is performed on it. This option is automatically set to be on when a volume
becomes a SnapMirrored volume. It will remain on after the snapmirror break command is issued for the volume. This
allows a volume to be SnapMirrored back to the source without needing to add disks to the source volume. If the volume
size is larger than the file system size, turning off this option will force the file system to grow to the size of the volume.
The default setting is off. http://wafl.co.uk/vol-2/#sthash.DbEHR4YS.dpuf 
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